
Integrity and Honesty

Transform Work urges candidates to conduct their campaigns with integrity and honesty.
Transparent communication and truthful representation of policies are essential for building
trust. Candidates should be open about their own identity and beliefs. 

Respect for other Candidates
We encourage candidates to be actively be respectful of other candidates and make a
positive case for policies rather than casting doubt on the character of other candidates.

Compassionate Leadership
We encourage candidates to demonstrate compassion in their policies, particularly towards
the vulnerable and marginalised. Transform Work highlights the importance of advocating
for social justice and supporting initiatives that aid those in need.

Respect for Religious Freedom
Ensuring that religious freedoms are protected is crucial. Candidates are asked to support
policies that allow Christians and other religious groups to practise their faith openly and
without fear of discrimination.

Ethical Workplace Policies
Economic policies should be crafted with ethical considerations, ensuring fair wages for
workers, reducing poverty, and promoting sustainable development. Transform Work
believes in an economy that serves the common good and reflects Christian stewardship
principles.

Seven ethical calls to UK election candidates
As the UK General Election progresses, Transform Work, a charity dedicated to supporting Christians

in the workplace, has outlined the following seven key behavioural requests for candidates to foster a

political climate that respects and promotes Christian values in a fair and compassionate society.
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By adhering to these seven requests, candidates can demonstrate their commitment to creating a

society that aligns with principles of justice, compassion, and integrity. Transform Work believes that

such an approach will lead to a more harmonious and ethically grounded U.K., benefiting all its

citizens.

6.

7.

Yours Sincerely

Transform Work

Support for Community Building
We encourage candidates to champion initiatives that foster community spirit and
cooperation. Transform Work emphasises the importance of creating environments where
community groups, including faith-based organisations, can thrive and contribute positively to
society. 

Commitment to Peace and Reconciliation 
Candidates are urged to prioritise peace and reconciliation in both domestic and international
policies. Transform Work advocates for approaches that resolve conflicts through dialogue
and understanding.
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Transform Work and the Christian Professional Sector Groups included below, wish to thank all MPs

for the time and self-sacrifice that they give in serving their communities and country. We want to

encourage you in these difficult roles in public office and assure you of our support in prayer.

https://www.heaveninhealthcare.com/
https://www.cmf.org.uk/
https://ciah.org.uk/
https://www.christiansincare.org/
https://caauk.org/
https://www.christiansinmedia.co.uk/
https://lawcf.org/
https://www.cdf-uk.org/
https://www.faithinbusiness.org/
https://www.vcf.org.uk/
https://www.icf-online.org/
https://afcu.org.uk/
https://christianemergencynetwork.org/

